8:00 – Call to Order
8:01 – Approval of Agenda
8:02 – Approval of Minutes and Board Actions
  • Approval of March 6, 2017 Board Minutes
    (As Reviewed and Approved by the Board Secretary)
  • Approval of March 6, 2017 Board Actions
    (As Reviewed and Approved by the Board Secretary)
8:05 – Chair’s Remarks
8:08 – Introduction of Visitors
8:10 – Citizen Input
8:12 – Committee Reports
  • March 13 Community Relations and
    Program/Policy Joint Committee Meeting
    Michelle Moyer & Bill Keefe, Committee Chairs
  • April 3 Long Range Planning Committee Meeting
    Michelle Moyer, Committee Chair
8:20 – Approval of Committee Reports
8:22 – Board Member Input on Activities Attended
8:32 – Executive Director’s Report
8:36 – Old Business
  • Public Input Package (March 4 – March 30)
8:40 – New Business
8:45 – Adjournment

Reminders:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best of Reston</td>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>5:30 p.m. Cash Bar Reception/6:30 p.m. Dinner &amp; Awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founder’s Day</td>
<td>April 8</td>
<td>12:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance Committee Meeting</td>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>6:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Monthly Meeting</td>
<td>May 1</td>
<td>8:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Professional Touring Artist Series – reminder to please release tickets if you’re not using them.
SUMMARY OF MINUTES
RESTON COMMUNITY CENTER
BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING
MARCH 6, 2017

Present:
- Beverly Cosham, Chair
- Bill Bouie
- Lisa Sechrest-Ehrhardt
- Michelle Moyer
- Bill Keefe
- Bill Penniman
- Vicky Wingert
- Gerald Zavala

Absent and Excused:
- Paul D. Thomas

Attending from the RCC Staff:
- Leila Gordon, Executive Director
- Barbara Wilmer, Executive Assistant

The Chair called the meeting to order at 8:41 p.m.

MOTION #1:
Approval of the Agenda
Bill B. moved that the Agenda be approved as written. Bill P. seconded the motion.
The motion passed unanimously.

MOTION #2:
Approval of the February 6, 2017 Board Minutes
Bill B. moved that the Board approve the February 6, 2017 Board Minutes. Bill P. seconded the motion.
The motion passed unanimously.

MOTION #3:
Approval of the February 6, 2017 Board Actions
Bill B. moved that the Board approve the February 6, 2017 Board Actions. Bill P. seconded the motion.
The motion passed unanimously.

Chair’s Remarks
Bev mentioned she is continuing to feel the effects of the flu. She thanked everyone for the successful meeting that just concluded in the Community Room. She praised the RCC staff for the amount of preparation and groundwork accomplished regarding the engagement meetings and revamping the pool. Bev especially appreciates that all the staff members love doing their jobs. As Van Gogh said, “It is good to love many things, for therein lies the true strength, and whosoever loves much performs much, and can accomplish much, and what is done in love is well done.”

Introduction of Visitors
None.

Citizen Input
None.

Committee Reports
February 13 Community Relations and Program/Policy Joint Committee Report – Michelle gave an overview of the February 13 meeting. The current status of progress in the latest strategic plan was
detailed. The information included projections of price changes, for which there was less response than Michelle expected. Leila introduced the proposed new cost centers of therapeutic recreation and digital media to appeal to new populations of possible participants. Michelle said Leila, in the last minute absence of the presenter on the aquatics center possibilities, did a great job describing the options in the presentation. Bill K. mentioned his agreement since that meeting that the third option was the best one for RCC; at the February time we did not have as much research on financing as we have benefitted from subsequently.

February 27 Finance Committee Report – Gerald said that revenue projections were mostly on track and some (Performing Arts) were already ahead of projections. There will be less ongoing savings in personnel because the new position in Leisure and Learning has been filled. The deputy director search process will require special considerations. The committee also discussed financing the pool renovations; based on the timelines and costs, it became clear that a bond option would not be an appropriate approach.

March 6 Long Range Planning Committee Report – Michelle spoke about the just-convened meeting and community briefing, during which there was considerable feedback on the improvements in Option 3 that Wayne Hughes and Lynn Reda of the Hughes Architect Group presented. Their list, while remarkable, revealed the contrasting needs of pool user segments. Leila did a good job explaining her discoveries regarding financing that would incur debt obligation issues. A number of the observations regarding programming, while not relevant to the capital project discussion, were useful for the Board to hear. Michelle said she has some programming ideas.

Vicky mentioned that her granddaughter, who learned to swim at RCC, is a real fish now and loves coming here; she would have benefited greatly from a zero-depth entry when she started learning. She pointed out that we need to remember children and remember our mission to serve the entire community especially with regard to teaching everyone how to swim. She advocated that we keep in mind all those in the community who swim for fun and not necessarily for fitness or competition, and for the parents and families who were unable to attend the briefing. Michelle said it was eminently apparent that the prospect of a long closure has many patrons very concerned. Leila spoke about all the efforts that will be made to ensure our users have other locations to swim, including at the YMCA Fairfax County Reston and Reston Association pools.

MOTION #4: Approval of the Committee Reports
Bill P. moved that the Board approve the three committee reports. Gerald seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.

Board Member Input on Activities Attended
Vicky has attended the recent meetings and hearings. She also attended her last annual meeting for the Reston Historic Trust where she was happy to pass the baton. Bill P. was out of country for most of the month but did attend a Reston Planning and Zoning Committee meeting and he used the wood shop. He also attended RCC public meetings on the strategic plan and pool renovation possibility.

Lisa attended Reston Historic Trust meetings and the RCC meetings and found very interesting the different angles that different boards take on issues. She strongly suggested that other Board members should go see what’s going on at Southgate Community Center – she noted that it is a multi-faceted community and has some impressively good volunteers. She is grateful to be the BOG liaison there. She said the Marvin Gaye dance concert was the best – great musicians, dancers and audience interactivity. RCC has chosen some great artists season.

Michelle stated she was sorry to have missed What’s Going On. She did attend the County longevity award program for Cheri and is loving the prom dress giveaway displays. Gerald said February was a blur; he did attend some Public Art Reston meetings. Bill B. went to Public Art Reston meetings, Best of Reston meetings and some RCC performances. Bill K. said the Marvin Gaye performance was a gem, that Lúnasa was wonderful and that the Jo Ann Rose Gallery exhibits have been great.
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Bev sang in the Reston Historic Trust’s *Three Divas* performance and attended the Marvin Gaye dance concert and the New York Festival of Song. She had to leave the theatre during that show because she was coughing so much, but she listened to it from the newly installed speaker for the Box Office. She also attended the Reston Chorale’s *Camerata* concert.

**Executive Director’s Report**
Leila said the RecTrac upgrade was successful and that for staff it is like having entirely new software. She praised Tom, Harun and especially Pam, who was very diligent about thoroughly training the CSR staff. She and several staff members attended the Park Authority/Fairfax County CAPRA/accreditation training. RCC will pursue certification with Park Authority as our partner. Our financial audit launches next week; our last one was in 2013. The information gathering is daunting, but the results will be fine. We are beginning prep for our core budget for FY19. Program planning is proceeding – the Professional Touring Artist Series is ahead of all its projections. Diva Central donations went well; our Flea Market tables are sold out. Art exhibits generate a lot of praise. The 55+ movie *The Age of Love* and Make a Connection speed dating event went well with robust attendance.

**Old Business**
Lisa asked that we not forget our desire to reach out to kids who don’t swim. Leila agreed and said RCC will be supporting Amy’s Amigos Reston Youth Triathlon participants by again subsidizing their entry and coaching this year.

Board members asked Leila to contact the property managers about lighting for the courtyard out front.

In their packets, board members have copies of the collected written or emailed feedback from patrons to the discussions taking place in February and March. These will continue to be compiled and included in upcoming Board meeting materials. The distributed package includes all comments received through March 2.

**New Business**
Registration has opened for the Virginia Senior Games. Pat Harrison will be recognized at the Leadership Fairfax/Fairfax County Board of Supervisors breakfast on Friday – BOG members should please let Leila know regarding attendance. Bill B., Bev and Lisa will check their calendars. Best of Reston is on April 6 and our Mr. Keefe will make a showing. Leila will send the message/invitation information. Bev will perform for OLLI in the CenterStage on March 23. Founder’s Day is April 8.

**MOTION #5:**
To Adjourn the Meeting
Bill B. moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:08 p.m. Bill P. seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.

---

Lisa Sechrest-Ehrhardt, Board Secretary

March 10, 2017

Date
BOARD ACTIONS TAKEN AT BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING ON MARCH 6, 2017

17-0306-1 Bd That the Board approve the Agenda

17-0306-2 Bd That the Board approve the February 6, 2017 Board Minutes

17-0306-3 Bd That the Board approve the February 6, 2017 Board Actions

17-0306-4 Bd That the Board approve the committee reports

17-0306-5 Bd That the meeting be adjourned.

__________________________
Lisa Sechrest-Ehrhardt,
Board Secretary

____________________________________
March 10, 2017
Date
Present were:

- Michelle Moyer, Chair, Program/Policy Committee
- Bill Keefe, Chair, Community Relations Committee
- Bev Cosham
- Bill Bouie
- Lisa Sechrest-Ehrhardt
- Vicky Wingert
- Gerald Zavala
- Paul D. Thomas
- Bill Penniman

Attending from the RCC Staff:

- Leila Gordon, Executive Director
- Eileen Boone
- PD Michnewicz
- Joe Leary
- Fred Russo
- Renata Wojcicki
- BeBe Nguyen
- Brian Gannon
- Cheri Danaher
- Kevin Danaher
- Cristin Bratt

Attending from Hughes Group Architects:

- Wayne Hughes
- Lynn Reda

Welcome and Introductions
Leila welcomed everyone at 5:36 p.m. and thanked those in attendance for joining us at the earlier time so that everyone would be able to get home before the inclement weather. She introduced Michelle Moyer, chair of the Program/Policy Committee. Michelle said we’re really pleased to have Wayne and Lynn of Hughes Group Architects joining us to discuss the pool this evening, but pointed out that we’re discussing more than the pool tonight. There will be ample opportunity for the public to respond. She introduced Wayne Hughes of Hughes Group Architects.

Pool Proposal: Concept, Timeline and Costs
Wayne reviewed the revised pool renovation concept plan that was distributed. He also reviewed what he believes they heard from the public in prior meetings because it differed somewhat from what they also received via public input. He said he and Lynn thought they heard agreement that there had been good progress in the concept plan on meeting different needs in the meeting of March 6. They also thought they heard that the deep water swimmers prefer a cooler temperature because they work hard enough that their body temperature increases during their workout. However, when he read Reston resident Gloria Michau’s survey and other emails, those seemed to suggest that warmer water was preferred by a significant number of people. Hughes Group’s conclusion was that some would prefer the deep water classes occur in the warm water pool while others would prefer they be held in the larger, cooler pool.

He posed the question to the audience as to how both populations could be satisfied. In reply, Gloria Michau (Reston resident) said there should be different classes held in different pools. Wayne said the proposal will continue to be tweaked to satisfy as many users as possible. He also noted that the solution in the latest concept plan seems to satisfy the most vocal group of users during this process but reminded people that meetings have not included those who want shallow warm water; these are people such as parents and more physically challenged participants in water exercise as a therapeutic solution. By making the warm water pool much deeper, RCC may not be able to meet the needs of youth who require shallow warm water for instruction. Bill P. pointed out that the Board is still considering the best
configuration for the pool and that the proposals and input are still being considered; they are not final. Bill P. and Vicky noted that they are not likely to make a decision that would reduce RCC’s ability to meet the needs of youth in the community. The Board values this cohort and would like to better serve their needs.

There was discussion about the proposed pool plans. Lynn explained that the black dotted line on the third page of the handout concept plan represents the current diving well; this provides a reference point for how much larger the proposed pool areas would be. There were questions on the ratio of deep to shallow water. Lynn explained that ADA guidelines dictate the length and depth of the ramp. There are also guidelines for how rapidly the bottom of the pool can slope in general. What we have to do is fine-tune how much of the pool can be deep water and what that ideal depth would be and whether or not the remaining pool floor surface can be used for other activities. She noted that they have stairs you can walk down and also could be used as teaching steps in the warm water pool. We need to maintain different types of access in the pool; those factors dictate what percentage of the pool can be deep water.

Lynn also pointed out that the lap pool has been expanded by 2 feet in order to address the gap in the last lane close to the entry from the zero-depth area. There will now be an anchor point for the lap line at the top of the peninsula. Anyone swimming laps in that lane won’t be affected by anyone coming from the zero-depth entry side because all lane lines would be enclosed within the peninsula. A patron asked if the hydro lift would stay. Lynn explained that when you have ramp access, ADA doesn’t require a hydro lift. However, since it’s already there, it could continue to be there. Joe Leary, RCC Aquatics Director, clarified that it’s portable and can be moved to various anchor points around the pool. Lynn added that they could possibly add anchor points so that it could be used at either pool.

Leila highlighted a few changes in today’s handouts resulting from the March 6 meeting feedback:
- Creation of the full-size 6th lane for turning ease
- Dotted lines to show the relative size of the existing deep-end pool area
- A shower added back to each locker room
- Additional deck space (represented by the tables on the drawing)

Leila noted that 12-14 is the maximum capacity in current class offerings for water fitness or aerobics; children’s classes are much smaller. She reiterated what Lynn said last Monday about the locker rooms: the degree to which we can renovate the locker room is circumscribed by code requirements and we have limited resources with which to address this process. Board and staff believe that the resources should be primarily invested in the actual pool space rather than further renovating an already tight and twice-renovated locker area.

Leila said the challenge for staff will be to look at these bodies of water and develop programming that maximizes access by, and functions for, as many cohorts as possible. We want to be more appealing to the family audiences that we don’t have many features to support currently, and offer different temperature ranges (the current range doesn’t completely satisfy anyone). We need to be as thoughtful about programming as we are about the amenities, equipment and resources. She also remains hopeful that people could be motivated to exercise in the afternoon if we find the right combination of price and offerings.

As it gets closer to the time we close, Leila suggested that we might be able to conduct a week of temperature experiments. She reminded everyone that we don’t currently have 80-degree water at the Terry L. Smith Aquatics Center. She noted that unless and until we have the ability to add another lap pool, we aren’t going to be able to make everyone comfortable across the entire spectrum of users. We will endeavor to find the sweet spot that meets the needs of as many different groups of users as possible. This includes everyone from families to lap swimmers to those with therapeutic needs.

She noted that the added family/dressing changing room comes at the expense of two privacy areas with benches, but we might be able to add some of that capability back to the locker room elsewhere. Leila said that someone wrote to her and said they actually use that area for their workout. Leila thanked Wayne and Lynn for doing an excellent job with the latest rendering and asked the Board members if they had questions.

Board Discussion
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Paul asked the patrons present if 5-foot depth in the therapy pool was sufficient. Gloria Michau said 6 feet is ideal. Paul asked how many people would ideally be in a class in the therapy pool. Leila explained that 12 is the maximum capacity right now and participation ranges from 8-12. Gloria said 10 would be good. Paul asked about the zero depth water surface area on page three of the handout. It currently says 6,667. Wayne said it should be 667.

Bill asked Lynn if 3.5-4 feet is the correct depth range for kids in the warm pool. Lynn said it is. Having the teaching steps allows corralling of those that can’t swim yet, while also allowing those who can swim the independence to learn skills.

Michelle said she loves that lane six has been adjusted so swimmers could now make the turn. She had two questions:

1. Regarding the warm water pool, in terms of regulations and the slope gradient, is the white dotted lined pushed as far as it can go to give a larger depth area? Lynn said it can be pushed a bit more if that’s what the Board wants.
2. The new plans now show five showers without changing space, which is what we have now. However, we lose the existing private changing area since it will be repurposed with an entrance from the public hallway (outside of the women’s locker room). That means there is no private changing area in the women’s locker rooms. Lynn explained that they have proposed taking the two private changing areas and moving access to the public hallways to accommodate gender issues. Michelle is concerned there’s no private changing area in the women’s locker room. Lynn said if we provide private changing space within the locker rooms, we lose locker space. There may be some other options but they come with tradeoffs. Michelle suggested that perhaps the end shower in each locker room could have a deeper space to accommodate a changing area. She thanked Wayne and Lynn for accommodating so many differing views in their concepts.

Bill K. asked about code for the locker rooms. Leila said we’d have to look at the code and reminded everyone that we are increasing the surface area of the water. Lynn hopes that by adding the family changing area, we’ve accommodated the extra water surface area. Bill K. also noted that Wayne and Lynn have done a remarkable job making the best use of our existing space; it increases the water surface area from 4,600 square feet to 5,992 square feet.

Leila asked Wayne and Lynne to discuss timeline and costs. Wayne said we’re ready to discuss timeline, but not costs. He said once they settle on pool design and dimensions, they can proceed with cost. They have developed a rough schedule for procurement, design, permitting, bidding and construction. They also tried to time the closure period to be as optimal as possible. As of right now, the design suggests a closure period of nine months from June 1, 2018 through March 2019.

**Public Comment**

**Beverly Bugos, Reston Resident**, stated that she would rather the pool be closed in the winter. She does not frequent the pool as much in the winter because the lockers don’t have enough space for her coat and winter belongings. Board members, Wayne and Leila noted that they have heard in high volume from other patrons that the closure should occur over the summer when Reston Association pools are open. Leila noted that since it is nine months, it will affect several seasons.

**Heather Babiarz, Reston Resident**, noted that she missed the last meeting but attended the February 13 meeting. She asked if the nine months will include phases of rolling closures. Leila and Wayne said no; the entire pool and spa will need to be closed for the full nine months. Heather also asked if a pool would be open at all times when lessons were going on. Leila said the short answer is we don’t know; we haven’t developed a program for the new space yet. We’re aiming to increase our ability to provide for the whole community. Heather asked if the warm water pool is focused more on therapeutic exercise. Wayne said it’s for therapeutic and instruction needs. Heather asked if the new lap pool was Olympic size. Leila said no; it’s a 25-yard pool which is the length requested by competitive swimmers.

**C. Denver Lovett, Reston Resident**, asked if there would be any penalties for going over the nine-month construction period. Leila noted that our closest reference point is when we closed from May 1, 2008 to November 1, 2008. We opened right on time on November 1. Leila cannot guarantee anything, but said RCC will make every effort to limit the closure duration to whatever timeline is arrived at in the final construction calendar. She also noted that Wayne’s timeline is a “guesstimate” based on the current
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A proposal; this is not the final construction calendar. Michelle reminded patrons that Board and staff have a vested interest in opening as early as possible since the closure negatively impacts both revenue and our ability to meet the community’s needs. Another patron pointed out that if you have penalties in the contract, you also have to have incentives which means RCC (and taxpayers) would ultimately have to pay more money if the project finishes early under those circumstances.

**Barry Schafer, Reston Resident**, asked who our contracting officer is; he said that makes a big difference. Leila said that RCC is a Fairfax County agency and abides by the County’s contracting process and guidelines. She noted that they have had a good experience with contracts in the past and that the County rules are there to protect agencies and the constituents they serve. Barry noted that he’s not a swimmer and added that “You can please some of the people some of the time but you can’t please all of the people all of the time.” Leila noted that our goal with this undertaking is to please more people than we currently do.

**Gloria Michau, Reston Resident**, asked if our locker rooms still need to accommodate those in wheelchairs. She doesn’t think we could change the ADA toilet into a private changing room. Wayne, Lynn and Leila assured her the locker rooms would be up to code with ADA-compliant facilities. Gloria said she also emailed Leila about congestion in the locker room when adult and children’s classes release at the same time. She asked if classes could be staggered. Leila said RCC classes are currently staggered, however, the people in them don’t necessarily follow the advertised schedule.

Beverly Bugos said she mostly does a workout for fibromyalgia and multiple sclerosis right now. She doesn’t see that sort of therapeutic activity being available at the outdoor pools in the summer. This is a significant loss for her. She can’t come to the pool in the winter because fitting her winter gear into a small locker is difficult. Lap swimming is okay but she’d much prefer to play when she’s not having a class. She thinks the lap pool at RCC is largely unused during the day and therefore shouldn’t be given a high priority. Leila noted that no matter how much time lap swimmers use, they still need laps. She explained that the idea of having two pools is to accommodate each constituency to a greater extent than we currently can. In terms of the calendar and when we close, Leila noted that the timeframe is mostly out of our control; our goal is to minimize the time that we’re closed while also maximizing the options for our swimmers during the closure. Leila said that the YMCA has already indicated that they’re willing to work with us again. We’ll have similar conversations with at Reston Association. Leila reiterated that we will do everything we can to ease the burden on our swimmers, but we cannot avoid closure that will inevitably cross over everyone’s ideal swimming season.

Bill P. asked if the lower right side of the therapeutic pool needs to be curved in. He wonders if keeping it straight could provide more usable water space. Wayne explained that although the aquatic industry always opts for water over deck space, it’s his experience that deck space is needed for seating, storage and safety. He suggested that we revisit the actual shape of the pool once we have a better idea of the pool’s configuration. It was noted that the indentation is a good location for an on-deck instructor.

**Lyn McPherson, Reston Resident**, asked for clarification on the warm water depth. Wayne said they have increased the depth but would like to get agreement on the optimal depth so they know the goal. The meeting attendees present agreed that an ideal depth is 6-8 feet. Wayne said they will seek to get as close to that as they are able, understanding that it has to gradually slope from 3.5 feet without violating codes for the incline. His team will work to see how deep it can go. Lynn added that the slope can increase more significantly after a certain depth, but there are guidelines in terms of where the surface rope goes and how quickly it can fall off. Paul noted that getting the depth to 8 feet would likely mean sacrificing capacity. Wayne said that is generally true, but they will look at options.

**Lucy Manheim, Non-Reston Resident**, asked how many lifeguards the new configuration requires. Lynn said it would be determined by the total surface area; they have not done those calculations since the concept plans are still changing. She noted that we currently have one lifeguard stand. The proposed configuration would require two lifeguards when both pools are open.

Heather Babiarz noted that she loves the spa and thinks the jets are fabulous; she really hopes we can keep them. Wayne confirmed that the spa is staying. Heather said there isn’t a spa in the area that’s as powerful and effective as the one at RCC. Beverly Bugos agreed. Barry Schafer said the spa is also great for rest and relaxation.
Lisa noted that Board members want a safe pool. They want to meet safety guidelines and improve conditions within the resources available. Wayne noted that he hopes that an improved facility space would result in increased revenue.

Joe Leary noted that lifeguard quantity is dependent on programming. For example, the therapy pool could potentially be shut down during lap swim and vice versa, but the new pool configuration would require at least two lifeguards on duty at all times when both pools are open for use.

Beverly Bugos asked if the fenced patio is still part of the plans. Leila said it is not. She said the Board wants to spend resources on the actual pool, not a patio and sundeck.

Gloria asked if there could be windows instead to let in light. Leila said we have to be realistic about what we have to work with. We’re staying focused on equipment systems and the pools. Michelle noted that aesthetic improvements could be done at a later date.

Heather Babiarz noted that perhaps the HVAC system could be improved. She feels sorry for the guards in their space overlooking the pool because it feels like arctic air. She finds it uncomfortable herself and hopes it can be addressed. Michelle pointed out that lifeguards are generally dry; pool users are wet so that air feels much colder.

**Next Steps**
Leila said we will be continuing to talk with Lynn and Wayne to further refine the kind of project planning issues we have to tee up: engineering, ADA requirements, plumbing/code requirements and purchasing milestones. Staff is also looking at the layers of other capital projects in the pipeline. This summer we are replacing our roof section over the stage (fly system) and the RTU (roof top unit) air conditioner. There are a few other capital projects to try to fit into the small window of time in August and September that we use for projects. We’ll be talking to Wayne and exploring how we can minimize the cost of repair and maintenance in the aquatics environment so we don’t unnecessarily spend duplicative money this summer.

Leila noted that the solar panel project is closer to fruition and it’s hoped it will occur within the maintenance window as well. She noted that it could serve as a demonstration or pilot for all of Fairfax County. Leila reiterated that staff will be working with the YMCA Fairfax Reston and Reston Association to identify opportunities to backstop our pool for the shorter maintenance period this summer and the longer duration project ahead. She said we will also build in contingency planning to make sure we stay in the neighborhood of $4 million maximum on cost for the pool project. Our goal is to have a budget outline in rough form in May; therefore more fleshed-out concepts will be brought back to the Board in early April.

**Program Concepts for FY19**
Leila said that the shift to deployment of our Lifelong Learning program is proceeding and will take effect with offerings in the fall program guide. She noted that the summer guide will feature information on this new approach and the accompanying change to our older adult discount, as well as the pool improvements. This will help people prepare for the changes before they are implemented in September and next year. Eileen Boone, Karen Brutsché and BeBe Nguyen will also be working with patrons in the next few weeks to road test program guide design concepts for assisting navigation of the guide.

Regarding the two proposed cost centers (Therapeutic Recreation and Digital Media, Film and Video), staff is building FY19 budget resources for those cost centers around the anchor of the manager positions; both will combine management and program instruction. Staff will return in April with more refined figures for the Board’s consideration that will also include related operating costs. She also noted that at the Board’s request, the equipment replacement cycle for the Digital Media cost center will be outlined. She reiterated that a potential Therapeutic Recreation cost center would be focusing on adapted strategies for existing programming as well as focused programming to address social needs. There would not be a medical or educational focus; the programming intent would be to provide opportunities for recreation as well as support and relief for families.

Bill P. said he’s looking forward to hearing more about the proposed program.
Leila also announced that LaTanja Jones has been hired as our new Outreach and Learning Coordinator. Leila asked Eileen about her programming good news and Eileen announced we had another LERN participant enroll in a class today.

Beverly Bugos noted that she thinks the therapeutic aquatic classes could be better marketed, perhaps through doctor’s offices, fellowship houses and senior centers. She tells people about this resource all the time but would be happy to help with other efforts. Leila said word of mouth is the most powerful form of marketing and thanked Beverly for her help.

Leila asked if there were any added comments people wished to make and there were none. Accordingly, Michelle adjourned the meeting.

The meeting concluded at 6:41 p.m.
EXISTING POOL AREA FLOOR PLAN

RESTON COMMUNITY CENTER POOL STUDY

March 13, 2017
NOTES:
1. TOTAL WATER SURFACE AREA OF EXISTING POOL = 4,600 SF
2. TOTAL WATER SURFACE AREA OF THE PROPOSED POOLS = 5,992 SF

1. LOBBY
2. AQUATICS SERVICE DESK
3. OFFICE
4. WOMEN'S LOCKER ROOM
5. MEN'S LOCKER ROOM
6. FAMILY CHANGING ROOM
7. SAFETY CENTER
8. POOL FILTER ROOM
9. STORAGE
10. SPA
11. NEW 6-LANE X 25-YARD LAP POOL
12. FAMILY AREA (ZERO DEPTH RAMP)
13. NEW WARM WATER POOL
14. ADDITIONAL FAMILY CHANGING RM.
15. RECONFIGURED SHOWER STALLS

RESTON COMMUNITY CENTER POOL STUDY
March 13, 2017
NOTES:
1. LAP POOL WATER SURFACE AREA = 3,525 SF
2. ZERO DEPTH WATER SURFACE AREA = 6,667 SF
3. WATER TEMPERATURE = 82°F

LAP POOL PLAN & SECTION

RESTON COMMUNITY CENTER POOL STUDY

March 13, 2017
WARM WATER POOL PLAN & SECTION

NOTES:
1. WARM WATER SURFACE AREA = 1,800 SF
2. WATER TEMPERATURE = 85F
Lisa Groves, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:

South Lakes Swim & Dive - Congrats on your fabulous season and achievements. Hope you had fun, learned more about your sport, and worked together as great, supporting, smart people. I am sure the Winter Sports Banquet was a nice opportunity for recognition. This past Monday evening, I attended and spoke at the RCC Aquatics Facility Capital Project meeting. I listened, took notes, and stated openly some particular needs of team swimmers. These swimmers come from three organizations: SLHS, RSTA and RMST. All of them train at RCC, and range broadly from ages 6 to 86 years old. Additionally, all of them must share space with competing programs for facility time. There were many types of pool users at this meeting. The deep water aerobic groups have a very strong voice in the renovations. We need to ensure that team swimmers needs are provided in feedback to RCC and are not less than those expressed by other groups. Below are summary points that I took away from the meeting. I also attached some design proposals. I’m asking Scott to forward appropriately. Feel free to send me any questions. Please also send your thoughts, concerns and input with RCC Contact <rcccontact@fairfaxcounty.gov>

Core Plan as of Monday, March 6:

- The meeting began with level setting. Bottom line: Money, resources, and time are not available for significant expansion.
- Renovations will focus on the existing aquatic area space.
- Renovations cannot be postponed any longer. No more bandaids will work. The pool must close Summer 2018.
- Renovations are estimated to take ~9 months and cost ~$4 million. During this time, everyone must go elsewhere.
- All changes are being worked into the current building shell.
- Even when renovation is done, all constituencies will still have to share the space -- demand is not going away or being directed to other facilities. (The Reston Town Center North Recreation Center will not be done until ~2024+)
- No Diving (standard for 1-meter board instruction & competition) is included.

Pool Details:

- The renovation will include state-of-the-air HVAC and filtration systems with UV & oxidation. Air and water quality will improve. The perimeter gutter system will be replaced and fully functional. During comments, I stated that churn from many swimmers working hard in the water will naturally cause chloramine buildup over the top 18 inches of pool air AND must be evacuated efficiently.
- The pool depth will be graduated to accommodate far-end starting blocks (10 ft) and turn-end depth of (4 ft).
- The current dive well will be separated and re-designed for warmer water, therapeutic, and class instructional use with graduated depths. There is concern by the deep water aerobics groups that the re-design and size of this pool is inadequate. They specifically asked about the 10 ft space in the lap pool...

Key Discussion Items for SLHS:
• The length of the pool is still being debated -- 25 yards vs. 25 meters. I emphasized that SLHS competition is in "yards" and related training is helpful in that standard. Any changes on length may be based on the level of cavitation that has to be addressed on the current pool.

• There is no plan to remove the exterior building wall at this time. I said it would be very beneficial to all teams and lap swimmers to have eight training lanes...and asked if that could be considered given that an additional lap pool is not an option...

• Currently, there is a concrete ramp planned for the turn end. It separates the main lap pool from a planned "beach" for swimmers who want to walk gradually into the pool. If no closure of any type is placed between the beach and the lap pool, there will be turn issues for swimmers in that wall lane. I pointed out that swimmers who are circle swimming in a team practice will not be able to effectively turn in that lane. Going from a six lane to a five lane pool = Not good.

• Finally, the beach area will naturally stay warmer based on shallow depth. It is also mostly separated from the lap pool. However, this area should not be a reason to keep the lap pool warmer than 81 degrees max. HOTTER POOLS ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO MAINTAIN, AND ALSO ENSURE EXCELLENT WATER AND SURROUNDING AIR QUALITY.

Thank you for sending this information. We will include it in the materials we are collecting of input to the RCC pool capital project planning. It’s very helpful and I am greatly appreciative of the thoughtfulness with which you briefed your constituents and the care you gave to your feedback to us on Monday evening. I hope to see you at the Monday, March 13 meeting.

Gloria Michau, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email (see attachment as well):

Dear Leila, Many, many thanks for the chance to not only dialogue face to face with Wayne and Lynn about their pool designs, but also the very organized manner in which you ran the meeting on Monday night! Leila, I would like to make the following suggestions:

1) Please invite Wayne and Lynn back to see (or even participate in) a specific morning deep water class that is announced in advance to the instructor and the class so that we can demonstrate the full range of what we do in these classes, including standing on noodles for balance and core work, as well as use of the width/length of the space for aerobic challenges, the work we do on the wall for stretching, etc. This way they can have a better idea of what our space/depth and other requirements are.

2) Have Lynn come back and see the women's locker room when there are both adult and children's/tot classes trying to use showers and changing spaces at the same time! It's just chaos when both these populations are in the locker room at the same time, especially when there are moms with toddlers, strollers, diaper bags, older siblings and sometimes grandma too, while adult exercisers are just trying to get a little bit of space to sit down and put on pants, shoes and socks! Currently, I feel, that there is a need for more women's locker room space, not less.

However, I feel that the pool design is definitely making progress, but we would like to further massage the final design. With great respect for you and the Board and appreciation for all that you do to be responsive to our needs, Gloria Michau

Thank you for your note; we will incorporate it in our input records. In addition, if you have another copy of the material you shared with us on Monday evening (and handed to Lynn) I’d love to have it for our records as well. If you had only one copy, I will ask Lynn for a copy. Regarding your most recent note—I offer these cautionary replies:

1) Wayne and Lynn are on a very limited engagement agreement for us at present. It may not be possible to schedule more visits to our programs. However, I assure you that we share everything people are sending us about their ideas and needs in addition to sharing all the participation data we have from our history of offerings. I again caution you (as I have everyone) that we are not going to arrive at the best or most desired outcomes for all our user groups in the process of deciding how to use our resources to significantly improve our facility. We will do our level best to balance all the competing needs of various constituencies.

2) The sizes of the locker rooms are likely not to change at all. In thinking about where to allocate the limited financial resources we have to use, we will be focused first and foremost on the swimming environment. Recognizing how important the locker rooms are, it still is the case that they have been renovated twice, have code requirements that limit our possibilities, and they serve a secondary purpose to those served by the pool conditions. I just provide you with this reality check — I totally understand that the locker rooms continue to present challenges for the pool users.
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For your information, I have included and attached a copy of the survey of the deep water exercisers that I presented to Wayne Hughes on Monday, March 6, 2017. If you could also forward it to him so he has a digital copy as well as a hard copy, I would be most appreciative.

3) The design is not final yet – and massaging will continue. Your feedback has been very helpful in that regard.

Thanks very much for staying involved in this process and do let me know if you can send or drop off the documents you gave Lynn.

Thanks very much for sending me the information. It will all be included in our materials and shared with the architects. On the face of it, I can assure you that we are not going to be able to satisfy every one of those desires. We could satisfy all the needs of the space/size configuration but would likely have to do so in the main pool and we are definitely NOT setting that temperature to a warmer temperature than 82. I am confident in the main pool we will have accomplished these outcomes:

1) depth - the 10' depth area will be able to accommodate up to 12 people
2) class configuration allowing for movement in the manner you describe
3) temperature - we heard from a number of people last Monday night that 84 is way too warm for them when they are doing vigorous exercise; the target temp for the main pool will be 80-82.

The warm water pool will be able to accommodate exercise for as many people but in shallower and graduated depths, warmer water, and there would need to be a slight modification to how people circulate during the exercise class - but it doesn't seem to me that it would be so significantly different as to be unsatisfactory - it would depend on the nature of what kinds of classes are taught in it. We can't currently really teach any warm water therapeutic classes because of the existing pool conditions. With reference to the space between the zero-depth entry and the lap pool, it won't be enlarged because of the need for the touch pad/wall at the end of that lap lane for the team swimmers in their swimming routines. People will need to be patient and courteous - and of course there will also be ladders that can be used to enter the main lap pool body of water. As I say repeatedly, the main outcomes of our renovation effort will be to greatly improve air, water and flexibility conditions. I hope that each of our different user groups will have something new that delights them in the final outcome. And I am really looking forward to being able to serve the people who don't have the time to participate directly in meetings - these are largely families who want more family-friendly lessons options and fun-time swimming options. Their views are important too. I believe we are getting close to the right mix of trade-offs; but I would also be less than truthful if I didn't keep repeating that we have neither space nor money to realize the ideal outcome - two full-size pools - at this point in time. One of the many things I am happy about with this renovation is that it doesn't preclude our expansion at some future point if the inhibiting conditions (space/money) become more favorable. It is possible to do something measurably better now, so we should proceed to maximize the return on the inevitable investment our aging infrastructure and systems require. The involvement of all swimmer constituents has made a terrific difference in what the outcome can be and I hope that is also an outcome we will rightly be proud of and celebrate. Thanks again so much for all you have done to help us reach that goal! See you Monday!

I would like to clarify something that may have been confusing to you, Wayne and Lynn about the two surveys. Though the two surveys used the same criteria they were scored differently. Survey one was a simple check if you agree with this pool criteria. The number of people (N) taking this survey was 25 (N=25). Liz Hambrick used the same criteria but changed the scoring system. She asked each of her eight respondents (N=8) to weight each criteria as to its importance to them on a scale of 1-10. Thus on her survey of eight people the top score for each criteria could be 80. But that did not mean that 80 people took the survey. It simply meant that eight people scored this criterion as a 10. Thus it is difficult to compare the daytime (first) survey with the second nighttime survey. So I did some further calculations to try to make things more understandable. (I am not a statistician!)

Thus,

- Survey one (a.m. exercise classes) N= 25
- Survey two (p.m. exercise class) N=8

For Criterion One: Water temperature of at least 84º

- Survey One: 20 out of 25 people (or about 80% of those responding) felt that water temperature of at least 84º was important.
- Survey Two: 8 people weighted water temperature of at least 84º as being on average about 6.25 (out of 10 points) of importance to them. So this results really means 6.25 out of 8 people (or about 78%) felt that warmer water was important to them.
Thus, it seems that the importance of warmer water was a bit more important to the morning exercisers than the night time exercisers, perhaps because the daytime people are retired and perhaps older than those who exercise at night. Perhaps...

For Criterion Two: Depth of at least 6.5 - 8 feet
- Survey One: 100% agreement about the importance of this criterion.
- Survey Two: 100% agreement about the importance of this criterion.

For Criterion Three: Space for a class of 12-15 people to exercise without bumping into others
- Survey One: 24 out of 25 people in agreement or 96%.
- Survey Two: 8 out of 8 or 100% agreed with this criterion.

For Criterion Four: A shape that would allow exercising in a circle and crossing from side to side without kicking, bumping, etc.
- Survey One: 23 out of 25 people agreed or 92% agreed with this criterion.
- Survey Two: 8 out of 8 or 100% agreed with this criterion.

For Criterion Five: Access not only by ladder, but also by chair lift, stairs and ramp.
- Survey One: 23 out of 25 people or 92% agreed with this criterion.
- Survey Two: 6.7 out of 8 people or 84% agreed with this criterion.

For Criterion Six: Ability of the instructor to teach a deep water class from the deck.
- Survey One: 20 out of 25 people or 80% agreed with this criterion.
- Survey Two: 7 out of 8 people or 88% agreed with this criterion.

I hope this clarifies people's attitudes towards each criteria in the two surveys and shows the actual number of people expressing their views about these criteria.

Again, thanks for all that you do to keep RCC a meaningful place for the whole community!

P.S. Any word on when Lynn Reda will be coming to participate in one of the deep water exercise classes?

P.P.S. When will final decisions be made about the renovation of the pool?

Thank you for sending the information; I am copying Cristin so she can include it in our feedback from patrons. Regarding your first question at the end of your message, I am not aware of Lynn’s schedule. I will pass this information along to Wayne and Lynn, but she is not obligated under the terms of our agreement with HGA to attend a class. I just want to make that clear – if she chooses to do so, it will be of her own volition. I am very confident that she and Wayne both have a robust idea of what different groups of swimmers are seeking and how the programming fits in pool space, even if they aren’t able to squeeze further visits into their schedules as we complete our work. With regard to your second question, as I explained at the outset of our process in February, we will need to determine our course of action in the Board’s April and May meetings to be able to put together a budget outline for FY19 to present to the community in June at our Annual Public Hearing for Programs and Budget. The calendar of meetings will always be updated on our website. Presently, I anticipate that the Board will meet in April on the evening of Monday, April 3 – we will likely have a Long Range Planning Committee meeting at 7:00 p.m. prior to our regular monthly meeting at 8:00 p.m. I haven’t confirmed that meeting schedule as yet with Board members so the LRP meeting is not on our calendars yet. We will have a Finance Committee meeting on April 17 at 6:30 p.m. I hope that helps you and thank you again for providing us with so much information to guide our decision-making; it is truly appreciated.

Joanna Milder, Non-Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:

Hi. Saw the plans for the new pool. Very exciting as I use the pool for lap swimming with RMST as well as for mommy and me swimming lessons. I’m a former HS and college swimmer and coach. If you plan on having swim meets at RCC (which can bring in great revenue!) you’ll need all 6 lanes to be usable for safe flip turns so each team can have 3 lanes of equal quality. There’s concern about the 6th lane not having an adequate wall for turning. Also, I’m hoping the small pool will be large enough to run the mommy and me classes and other lessons. This would free up more lanes/time for lap swimming. When I’m looking for places to swim on my own, the first thing I check are the amount of lanes available at peak times. I imagine this is the goal but I also heard concern the small pool will not meet the needs of the programs hoping to use it. If there are not enough lap lanes I choose to go elsewhere rather than risking the available lanes being too crowded. As a side note, it’d also be great to have a lane line along the wall in both lanes 1 and 6 so the swimmers in those lanes are not at a disadvantage with the water bouncing off the wall slowing them down. I’m not sure if the pool can do that now bc I've never seen lane lines there. Thank you for listening!
Thanks so very much for sending your thoughtful ideas for us to consider regarding the Terry L. Smith Aquatics Center. We will include them in our official record of input and share them with our Board and architects.

Brian Evans, on behalf of RMST, submitted the following comments via email (see attachment as well):

Please find the attached comments from Reston Masters Swim Team, regarding the latest progress of the RCC aquatics facility.

Thanks very much for sending us your comments; we appreciate the thoughtful way that you and the Masters swimmers are participating in our investigation of how to best renovate the TLS Aquatics Center – rest assured they are shared with our Board, included in the official record of input and passed to our consulting architects. I remain very certain that the result of this consultative process will both vastly improve our facility and – continue to frustrate folks! I wish we had the freedom and money to build the aquatics center that would make every swimmer happy. While I know we won’t have that ideal outcome, I remain confident that the good will, creativity and community-minded efforts of everyone will get us to the right solutions for the resources we have. Stay involved so we can be sure of that.

Sheryl Katsaros, Non-Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:

Thank you very much for your informative presentations on then pool renovation at RCC. While not a resident of Reston, I am a 14-year member of the Reston Masters Swim Team and RMST Board Member. I am very hopeful that a plan will be put in place that will accommodate the needs of all user groups at RCC, however, based on what I have heard at the first two meetings I do have concerns. The biggest concern is that we will go through this very lengthy shut down and not have better pool conditions for the lap swimmers, specifically the water temperature. The current water temperature (84-85 degrees as posted on Tuesday) are too high for lap swimming. This needs to come down to 80-81 degrees. The therapy pool sounds like a perfect solution, but if the needs of the therapeutic and deep water user groups are not met, they seem very open to using the deep end of the lap pool and my fear is this will in turn cause the water temperature to be increased for their needs. Also, it was mentioned that the zero-depth beach area will be maintained at a higher temperature than the lap pool. Given that there is an opening from this area to the lap pool, how will this not impact the temperature of the lap pool? As a solution, I believe strongly there needs to be a temporary enclosure for the 6th lane this will help to maintain the lower temperature of in the lap pool and provide a wall so lap swimmers can safely turn in this lane when multiple swimmers are in this lane at one time. Finally, we need to continue to have a working evacuator to help reduce chloramine buildup at the water level. I think this has not been mentioned as a component of the renovation. I know this is a process and it was encouraging to see the changes that were made from the first meeting and look forward to see how this all evolves to the final product. (RMST Treasurer)

Thank you so much for sharing your views with us. We will provide them to the Board of Governors and our architects as we continue our discussions.

Lucy Manheim, Non-Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:

Responses to latest RCC pool redesign (3-6-17): To accommodate deep water needs of aerobic exercisers: make the end away from the entrance to the warm water pool >7 ft deep. To accommodate lap swimming in every lane, install a hinged bulkhead “gate” on the temporary wall to close off the lap pool as needed. Chloramines would not be noticeable if the filtration system used uv as primary disinfectant and chlorine as backup. The current system is 1-3 mg/l free chlorine; primary uv systems are 0.1-0.3 mg/l free chlorine. A good evacuation system would be needed mainly to control humidity, not chloramines.

Thanks very much for your feedback. We continue to discuss the options with Hughes Group and your ideas are appreciated.

Kim Brightwell, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:

Please make an adjustment to the latest (Mar 6) design of the lap pool so that it can have 6 fully available lap lanes where circle swimming and flip turns can happen. Reston Masters NEED all 6 lanes (and could even do better and accommodate more people with 8). The new design basically reduces the usable circle swimming lanes to 5. I’m sure that the SLHS and RSTA teams have the same need.

Please find a different solution/location for the ramp. This latest design also means that any coach on deck must coach from the deep end of the pool in order to talk to the swimmers in each lane. That means
the swimmers are hanging onto the wall or lane ropes or treading water while waiting for instructions. Not an easy situation . . . especially for our older team mates and handicap team mates!

Again, please find a better solution/location for the ramp. (RMST)

Thanks very much for sending us your feedback. We will include it in our records and share it with the Board and our architect team.

**Nick Nobbe, Reston Resident**, submitted the following comments via email:

Suggestions about the pool. I join my teammates in supporting the option for a 25 yard, 6 lane competition pool. The yards is better option because it affords local teams a place for legitimate competitions (25 yards is the indoor high school and college standard during the indoor/winter season). I would urge swimmers who feel shortchanged by swimming 2.3 yards less per length in a 25 yard pool just swim extra laps to make up the difference. And by the way, if they're concerned with the difference in meters vs yards times, there are tools for converting meters times to yards times.

I also recommend the following solutions to the problem of opening part of a lap lane to the family area:

1. extend the bulkhead to close off the family area to the lap lanes, or
2. extend the bulkhead and add a bump-out to allow access between the lap lanes and the family area.

The proposed design poses problems with lap swimming in one lap lane, control of water temperature, water turbulence, and lap lane closures due to "baby accidents." I would like to add my hopes that the design of new lap lane pool would avoid the problem of turbulence in lanes caused by water jets.

Thanks very much for the thoughts you share regarding our pool capital project planning. We will include it in our materials and assure that it’s seen by the architects.

**Sandra Helig, Reston Resident**, submitted the following comments via email:

I hope the locker room configuration is not changed! There are already too few showers when classes are in session and the lockers area cannot stand to be made smaller/fewer lockers . . . the two changing areas almost give room to move around the benches; and, there are almost enough lockers (although sometimes when I have been there between the number of people changing and the aisles in front of the lockers I have a hard time finding an empty full length one). I would be hard pressed to use a smaller locker than the full size one — especially in the winter with my jacket. Showers with changing/benches built in — too "frufru" not really needed — save for the new ‘center’ by the police station. I suppose there are the more modest ladies who would use them but as far as I can tell — there is no issue/conflict now. I have gotten used to changing in the common area over the years. It would only encourage people to stay longer in the shower stall while others wait in the cold air (freezing) after coming in from the pool! For the 28 years I have used RCC pool off and on, the locker room is perfect except for coming in to the cold (the sensation of being cold goes away after a hot shower)!

RE POOLS: It was clear to me that the main pool would still be used in the manner it is today — that the ropes can be modified to accommodate laps + classes. : ISSUE: if a class in the deep end, not everyone can enter the water via a ladder. but so far . . . everyone seems to manage the way the current configuration is.

PERSONAL STORY : RE: the pool classes: I have osteoarthritis and am surprised to learn how many people want the deep water because they have similar ailments, the same as I do!

I have painful capsulitis due to hammertoes and no fat pad in the balls of my (feet), therefore, for me, walking is like being on stones; I do take the shallow water aerobics but I need about a 4.5-5 ft depth to avoid the direct impact on my feet and my arthritic - no cartilage knees (1 knee replacement).

You might wonder why not take deep water aerobics — I have taken the registered evening classes but do not get the TOTAL BODY joint stretching benefits that I get in Maggie’s morning shallow water aerobics classes with the huge variety of well-planned classes. Only one instructor in the time frame I took the evening classes, Kathy, gave a class that was of any real benefit to me because it (they were) was structured and she was focused on exercise not just socializing with the swimmers and losing count or place in exercise routines (though swimmers were at various levels of participation/paying attention, I was there for structured exercise).

DEEP WATER / Registered classes: I have done those and still might (but stopped when I could no longer get into the classes because they filled so quickly). Now I have adjusted my schedule for the morning M,W,F morning classes.

[FYI: I am quite at ease in the water - swimming or diving below the surface, swim laps although not a lot anymore, oh, I am 5.5. I think that is the median height as quite a few women (and men) are taller than I am and more are shorter. I can be relatively active/outdoors activities: do my own gardening/tree
trimming/snow shoveling, and hope to get back on my road bike, and have volunteer to muck stalls at a non-profit therapeutic riding program — I just do them at my own speed with frequent breaks.
P.S... I thought there are 5 existing showers.

Thank you for your thoughts. We appreciate your involvement in our considerations for renovating the aquatics complex very much.

Mary Ann O’Connor, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:
I am handicapped and use the changing stalls. I need the support of the walls and the seating area to be able to get dressed after deep water aerobics. I use this exercise as my physical therapy. Have you considered folks like me in the redesign of the locker areas. Are all ADA requirements adhered to. A crowded room without adequate handicapped changing spaces would eliminate a number of R C C users. Please think of the seniors and handicapped as you redesign the pool area. Thank You.

Thank you for sending us the input regarding the locker room. If you could please also send your full name and address it would be appreciated. We will include the information in our record of feedback on the possibilities for a renovation of the aquatics area.

Sally Beth Fellers, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:
I'm unable to attend Monday night, and while I think the meeting is going to be focused on financial concerns, I do want to voice continued concerns re the pool and locker room design. I read one suggestion that Wayne attend a deep water aerobics class scheduled in advance so that Pam could plan exercises that accurately show just how much traveling we do in our classes. He jokingly refers to us as the noodle ladies which makes me wonder if he truly understands how vigorous the classes can be and how much room is needed in water at least six feet deep. Also, I join others in being concerned about reducing the number of shower stalls from five to four. Indeed, when toddlers and children exit the pool at the same time as adult classes, it can be quite chaotic with too many people vying for showers and bench space amid the myriad pieces of equipment, towels, clothes, etc. required to get dry and dressed in the current locker space. My main personal concern is a reduction in the number of shower stalls. Thank you all once again for your hard work on this complex project.

Thanks for sending your thoughts to us. I can assure you that we won't reduce the number of showers from the current 5. Wayne and Lynn heard loud and clear that fewer showers is not a welcome change. I plan to drop in during the weeks ahead on a number of different classes and swimming times in the pool. I look forward to seeing how various teachers and groups use the water. Thanks again very much for all your participation.

Gordon Gerson, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:
I am a member of the Reston Masters Swim Team. I was president of the team for 15 years. I have been an active member for 33 years. I attended the RCC meetings concerning the design of the wearing-out swimming pool. I have a few comments regarding the “final design” which was presented last Monday.

1) The final design of the lap pool will allow only 5 usable lap lanes. The opening at the end of the first lane will preclude usable turns. I suggest that the ramp (“family area”) which necessitates the bulkhead between it and the lap lanes be extended beyond what is currently the end of the ramp for another few feet. That would also allow the extension of the added bulkhead so that the top lane could be fully used.

2) The redesign of the men’s locker room to include separators between the showers has been tried before. We requested that the separators be removed since they were unnecessary and impeded the flow of traffic. I suggest that they not be implemented.

3) The depth of the lap pool which goes from ten feet to four feet would be simpler to implement and offer more choices for users if it was simply a straight slope from wherever it starts going less deep rather than the designed changes. This would allow groups using the pool for other than lap swims to be able to select an area which provides the best depth for their purposes.

I appreciate the hard work which has gone into the design as well as the absolute necessity to do something. Since we of the Reston Masters Swim Team really need this pool I hope that the repair/replacement work can be done very quickly.

Thanks so much for sharing your input with us. Regarding your concern about the 5 lanes, I can reassure you that the width of the pool in the latest iteration of the concept has widened by 2 feet in order to accommodate a full turn for that 6th lane. The opening from the zero-depth entry area to the lap lanes is beyond the 6th lane and that lane would have lane marking to assist lap swimmers in making the turn. I
hope that allays that concern. I will pass along the note about the shower separators; we have however heard the opposite. So...like so much involved with this effort, there are contradictory views to reconcile. The depth issue is one that in its present configuration allows for lessons and classes in the 4-5 depth area and for the appropriate 10 foot depth in the other end for starts, deep water exercise etc. I hope that helps clarify at least where the ideas have landed so far.

Kimberly Driscoll, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email in reference to Gloria Michau’s above input:
I completely agree with Gloria’s comments about the suggested Pool Improvements below. Those of us who exercise in deep water and need a warmer pool need water much deeper than 5.5 feet; we need the depth to do the type of exercises we do. Also, our class is very energetic – we move around constantly and need enough space that we don’t run into each other (the shallow water class exercises are less energetic and movement is largely in a line back and forth). Because there is such a large aging population with various physical limitation/disabilities, there is a need for more people to take these types of classes. That means both a larger class area in the pool and more sessions of the class. There is always a waiting list for both the shallow and deep warm water classes. The locker room needs to be larger, not smaller. As it is with the current configuration, there is not enough changing space and not enough shower stalls. That means that someone like me who cannot stand for more than a few minutes has no place to sit while waiting for a shower and no place to sit to change. If there is room to create a patio area that suggests that there is room to make the entire pool area larger by moving the exterior wall and the lap pool out. That could provide the space necessary to make both the ladies dressing room and the warm water pool larger.

Thanks for taking the time to write to me to share your views. If you send us your address, we'd like to include it in our record of input to this project. Regarding the information in the email, I want to share that the water surface of the renovation will increase. We are not able to afford bumping out the wall and building a second pool. We explored that option and we have neither the financial resources nor the parking needed to support that type of renovation at this time. The comments regarding the locker room were taken well heed of by the architects. But like with the pool, we have to be compliant with code requirements and the available space. The architects heard loud and clear that the number of shower and changing areas stalls needs to be as many as possible within our footprint and code requirements. I am confident that the number of showers won't be decreased after all is said and done. Additionally, while we are striving to meet the needs of our older exercise participants, we are also trying to meet the needs of fitness swimmers and team swimmers better as well as provide features that are critically needed to improve family access to and enjoyment of swimming and swimming lessons. Obviously, meeting the needs of all these different groups is going to require trying to find the right compromises to address as many of the existing pool complex’s deficiencies as possible. Please do continue to stay involved as we work to develop a plan we can afford that will improve important features for everyone.

Victor Toth, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:
I could not make the meeting. But please consider including a saline (chlorine free) system for the purification system (i.e. About 30% salt system.) they are therapeutic and wonderful! Kid friendly, no goggles needed. So much simpler to maintain and cheaper to operate than chorine. Next, at least a solar heater.
We will pass along your idea to the Hughes Group folks; thanks for sharing it with us.

Dee Wassenaar, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:
I was able to attend the meeting regarding the proposed new pool at the RCC on March 6 but was unable to attend the last meeting which was held on March 13. However, I have been brought up to date on the revised plans. The one thing that I would really appreciate being considered is putting in changing rooms for those of us that need to sit down (due to joint problems and/or balancing issues) to put their clothing on and would appreciate privacy in doing that. Not everyone wants to show off their surgery scars (wherever they may be on their body) while getting dressed. It makes me uncomfortable to have to even bring this issue to your attention, but I do hope that it is considered when you are trying to devise the final plans. Is it possible to put in hooks and a bench in a couple of toilets? I don't know, but I did want to bring this subject up for more consideration. I'm very happy to hear that you may be able to get a deeper area in the proposed therapy pool and give that area a bigger space. That's great. The warmer temperature will definitely be appreciated. Thank you for trying to accommodate so many requests and for taking the time to hear all of them! It is very much appreciated!!
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Thank you for sharing your thoughts regarding the Terry L. Smith Aquatics Center. We will include them in our official records of community input.

Thank you so very much, Leila for including my note in the official community input. I really do appreciate it and hope, somehow it will work. I attend two of the drop-in evening classes every week and often try to use the pool around 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM in the afternoons or around 5:30 in the evenings whenever I can. It is the ONLY exercise that I do consistently, as my joints are much happier in the pool.

Of course, Dee. And I am so glad you come to swim when the pool is less crowded – that 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. time is the absolute sweet spot for a leisurely and crowd-free swim isn’t it? I am very hopeful that once the pain of the construction is over, the resulting pool project results are going to be wonderful for all our users and many who haven’t considered us before. The great participation of the community in this process has assured that could be the case!

You know Leila, when you were speaking (at the March 6 meeting) about the 1 p.m. to the 3 p.m. time being so great, I wanted to say how true! I’ve told a number of people about that. When I do it, without a friend joining me, I bring my Iphone shuffle and often Linda (that works at the RCC front desk) and I will paddle along doing our thing to our own music. It truly is a great time. I go to bed late and get up late so I don't have any desire to attend the morning classes. But going at 1 p.m., I can get in a good hour and maybe even the hot tub before the South Lakes Swim Team arrive. Again, thanks so much for taking all of these considerations into the future pool project. I felt that everyone that brought up opinions were heard that evening and I'm very happy about that. Truly, that's all we can hope. The best to you too!

Clark Rumrill, Reston Resident, submitted comments to Leila Gordon (see attached document): (Leila response) The document you gave me a week or so ago is attached. For the record of input to our process, I am providing you with these comments that echo what we discussed the day you provided me with the document.

1. Hughes Group Architects were not the 2008 project architects for our work that year; SWSG was our A/E contractor.
2. Hughes Group at no time represented that the only cost-effective solution to our existing equipment and structural issues was the renovation concept they are proposing. They are responding to our request to present concepts that would enhance our ability to serve disparate aquatics users and to assist us in engaging with those users to arrive at the best-informed solution to our desired end: a safe pool environment that serves us well into the future.
3. As I have noted to you, while it's not necessarily the case that all groups of swimmers who use the pool are represented at all our meetings, we have considerable input and study from prior years to support our understanding of our current users’ frustrations with our pool conditions and the potential audiences for a pool environment here in the future.
4. As we noted at the meeting on March 13, we are anticipating many further steps to obtain a thorough understanding of our soil conditions, existing pool attributes and other related information prior to extensive capital project execution. This will be a lengthy and detailed process. Hughes Group is helping us determine the magnitude of what can be done and what our timeline/costs roughly might entail.

We look forward to your continuing participation in our process, Clark.

Joe Leighton, Reston Resident, submitted the following comments via email:

Candy the Bridge Director told me that you are going to double the rent of the bridge group. I hope you will change your mind. Bridge is a very good activity for both the young and old. For the seniors who are retired it is an excellent way to exercise your brain. Also it gives Seniors another activity to do. One of the purposes of RCC is to provide activities for the over 55 group. As you know RCC does a great job for the over 55 crowd keeping the bridge group makes the over 55 even better. Because of the bridge one of your former Directors became an active bridge player on Wednesday night while she was still a Director. Maybe you could keep the bridge at the same cost by using rooms 1 through 4 instead of the main hall. When I was on the Board of Reston Association they usually avoided having meetings on Wednesday night so that I could play bridge. I have been playing bridge there since 1980 and as a result I have developed many bridge friendships. Because of those numerous friendships I was able to get a lot of yes votes to approve the Reston Association Governing Documents in 2006 when I was on the RA Board. The current President of Northern Virginia Bridge Association who lives on Lake Newport Road is a regular at the game. One woman I know she was not interested in the activities her husband was in she took bridge lessons and became a regular on Wednesday night bridge. Also developed a strong friendship with her favorite partner. If you double the rent there will probably be no more Wednesday night
bridge. Here is hoping you can keep the rent at the same level. Could you please do me a favor and forward this e-mail to the other Six Board of Governors. Thanks.

Hi Joe. We are not doubling the rental fees. Rental fees have been gradually rising in order to support our financial requirements and to be better aligned with similar providers of rental space. We are exploring the challenges with Candy and I am confident we will arrive at a solution that will be good for all parties. I will share your message with the Board - thanks for sending your thoughts to us.
RESTON COMMUNITY CENTER POOL STUDY

March 6, 2017

1. RECONSTRUCTED SHOWER STALLS
2. ADDITIONAL FAMILY CHANGING RM.
3. NEW WARM WATER POOL
4. NEW FAMILY AREA (ZERO DEPTH RAMP)
5. EXPANDED GYM
6. 6-LANE X 25-YARD LAP POOL
7. SPA
8. POOL FILTER ROOM
9. STORAGE
10. SAFETY CENTER
11. FAMILY CHANGING ROOM
12. WOMEN'S Locker Room
13. MEN'S Locker Room
14. OFFICE
15. ADULTS SERVICE DESK
16. LOBBY
17. 270° VIEW TERRACE

REVISED PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN

5' 200' 45'
PROPOSED POOLS
AREA OF THE
SWIMMING POOL
5'
EXISTING POOL = 4,600
SF
1. TOTAL WATER
NOTES:

GROVES public input attachment
Criteria for Deep Water Exercise Pool

(Please initial and write importance to you on a scale of 1-10.)

53 out of 80  • Water temperature of at least 84º

80 out of 80  • Depth of at least 8 feet to allow for balancing with feet on a flotation device and not touching the bottom, and other typical deep water maneuvers, in SAFETY.

80 out of 80  • Space for a class of 12-15 people to exercise SAFELY without bumping into each other OR being accidentally kicked.

80 out of 80  • A shape that would allow the class to exercise in a circle and also be able to cross from one side of the pool to the other or being accidentally kicked for a more robust workout without bumping into each other (such as the current rectangular shape allows and the proposed triangular shape would not)

67 out of 80  • Access not just by ladder and hydraulic chair lift, but also by ramp.

70 out of 80  • Ability of the instructor to teach/demonstrate for a deep-water class from the pool deck (if the deep water is only in the middle of a larger pool, the instructor cannot teach from the deck.)

Please add any other criteria you think might also be necessary below, then on the back.
65 out of 70 • Enclosed hot tub is a peaceful, quiet oasis. Open access would make it much less so—keep hot tub enclosed.

80 out of 80 • Increase space between entry pool to lap pool to avoid congestion and conflict in that small space.

The following people signed/initialed this survey:

Liz Hambrick (instructor)
Jeni Dillon
Pat Coshland
Joyce Dadant
Dee Wassenaar
Sharon Gurtz
Eveline Marquardt
DR
March 9, 2017

Dear RCC Community Relations & Staff,

Thank you for holding the March 6th meeting at RCC to show the latest progress of the RCC aquatics facility renovation.

The current design of two separated pools to accommodate all types of aquatic fitness is a good use of the existing space. This allows the various user groups with varying water temperature desires to have space that can be controlled. The latest design of the 25-yard pool does address some of our desires, but I would like you to consider the following issues with the overall design.

- Reasonable water temperature for the 6-lane lap pool should be 81-82 degrees (currently we are at 84-85 degrees as posted by RCC on Tuesday)

- A separate pool is planned for the therapeutic and deep water user groups. From the meeting, the current design does not appear to meet their needs, based on their comments. They could eventually migrate back to the lap pool 10ft area and impact (increase) the water temperature if their needs are not met. RMST is encouraging RCC to make sure their needs are met in the second smaller pool.

- The wall separating the zero-depth beach area only extends 5 lanes and makes it impossible for circular swimming in the 6th lane – this would reduce our swimming space. There needs to be a temporary door/wall that can be activated to close off the lap pool during team-based or fitness swimming so the space is not reduced to 5 usable lanes.

- The zero-depth beach area will have warm-water supply jets, if the plan is to have 2 pools with separate temperatures, a temporary door/wall in the 6th lane will help keep the lap pool area at a reasonable temperature.

- We need to continue to have a working evacuator to help reduce chloramine buildup at the water level. This was not mentioned as a component of the renovation and it needs to be powerful enough to accommodate the activity in the pool (not sure the current version operates optimally)

Some of these issues surface based upon the way team-based or a heavily occupied lap swimming uses the pool and might not be recognized when there are a few swimmers using the pool. The overall air and water environment is much different during practices than it is during the afternoon, for example, when the pool is lightly occupied.

Thank You for your consideration,

Brian R Evans / RMST President
Comments on Changes to the Reston Community Aquatic Center

March 14, 2017

There appear to be two main considerations concerning plans for the RCC aquatic center. First, as presented at the March 6th meeting of the Center’s directors with residents, the facility would be closed for nine months. (The last closure, eight years ago, was eight months for a smaller job. Knowledgeable observers have suggested this time it could be closed for as much as a year) There is a major cost here to the swimming public. Swimmers, an estimated 200 per day, would be deprived of a unique resource for many months.

1) Proposed plans call for two water areas; a lap pool for Masters swimmers at 76 to 83 degrees and a non-lap area at 86 to 88 degrees for other pool users. The requirement for two different temperatures is a major determinant of pool design, requiring three temperature regimes (the Masters lap pool, the rehab pool - which is not suitable for laps, and the semi-attached kiddie pool). An important consideration is whether these disparate temperatures are really either necessary or cost effective, given the limited capabilities they offer or the extended closure time and expense they require.

2) As noted above, some 200 people a day use the pool. Roughly 100 are regular lap swimmers, 35 are Masters swimmers, 35 are therapy/exercise users and the balance mostly mothers and children. A majority of the regular (non-Masters) lap swimmers seem satisfied with the current temperature (about 84 degrees), but very few of them have attended the pool policy meetings. These include the Fellowship House residents; the male and female unattached swimmers; and the women and children who swim throughout the day.

3) The underrepresented (at the board’s meetings, at least) swimmers above are a majority of those using the pool. They may favor the present single temperature arrangements -- polling them at the pool could easily check this. In the March 6th plan they would no longer have either lap lanes or comfortable water in which to swim. Would this be fair to the majority? Could the tail be wagging the dog here?

The presentation by HG Architects on March 6th seemed flawed. It implied (but did not directly say) that the only cost effective solution would be a virtually new facility, and it cited numerous problems to prove its case.

1) The pool’s foundation might have eroded. But there is no evidence that it actually has. The foundation lasted for 33 years the first time and to close the
pool to the public for an extended period because of a “might” could be unwise. Prior to taking that risk, might it not be prudent to examine the 2009 technical report of action taken and perform a ground penetrating radar survey to look for voids? An independent soil engineer (who sometimes swims at the pool) advises that the most reliable indication of foundation damage is increasing water leakage. The leakage at the RCC pool has not increased since the 2009 rebuild.

2) HG Architects said a major pool renovation would allow an upgrade to diode lighting in the pool itself. However, this could also be accomplished by simply changing the bulbs in the present pool. In fact, about half of the pool lights already are diodes.

3) HG also suggested a new air intake system as part of the overhaul. We believe a reliable independent survey should first establish a need. After all, the pool has just had a $100k exhaust system installed for just this purpose. HG suggested an ultra violet water purification system for the new pool. But the present pool has a recently installed ultra violet system.

4) The projected plan includes upgrades for men and women’s locker rooms. These facilities do not seem to need any upgrading and the suggested changes might not be cost effective.

5) In Olympic competition, 82 degrees is legal. Might not a single temperature be acceptable to all. Each side would need to compromise only two degrees and the result could save several million dollars and many months of pool outage.

HG Architects performed the last pool modification; they made the March 6, 2017 presentation; and they will presumably be awarded the contract to do the modifications it has recommended. Is this not a classic conflict of interest? It may be noted that the HG presentation contained no consideration whatsoever of the continuance of the present pool (with necessary mechanical upgrades). And, curiously, it mentioned neither a project timeline nor cost except when questioned.

Clark Rumrill

clark.rumrill@aol.com